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BETWEEN MOUNTAINS AND SEA
 
Bow and Edison: the farmers who came, the foodies who stayed, the artists who capture these communities
 
STORY BY WHITNEY PIPKIN

 

    The hope of a better life and some land for dairy cows brought Ron Spoelster’s family to Bow half a century ago.

    Thirteen at the time, Spoelster was not thrilled about his family’s post-war move from Holland to a place where people
didn’t speak Dutch.

    But now, 70 and retired from a career on a blueberry farm, Spoelster fits right in with the early-morning crowd at
Edison Cafe.

    “You couldn’t drag him out of here now,” fellow retired farmer Loren Dahl said with a chuckle. Dahl, a former dairyman
and seventh-generation Bow resident, has seen his share of outsiders like Spoelster fall in love with the place.

    The only thing that sets Spoelster apart is that he orders toast instead of the oversized hotcakes that flop off the sides
of his breakfast companions’ plates. They all eat the hotcakes the same way, folding the edges over to keep the syrup
from running onto the table.

    Lisa Ash, the café’s owner, says the group of retired farmers shows up like clockwork most mornings, sometimes
knocking down the door before she opens at 6:30 a.m.

    Farming is just one of the many careers, callings and hobbies that brings folks to Bow, whether they’re just driving
through or putting down roots. Bow, an expanse of farmland hedged by mountain and ocean, is more of a ZIP code than a
town these days.

    People don’t just live in Bow, they live in Allen or Blanchard or “off Bow Hill Road,” referring to the bedroom
communities that were once distinguished by their own post offices.

    If you drive through Bow far enough, you’ll eventually end up in the community that’s seen perhaps the greatest
transformation over the years.Wedged along an elbow turn where the area’s three main roads converge is a little street of
a town called Edison.

Edison

    Founded in 1869 and the second-oldest town in Skagit County, Edison has seen its share of makeovers through the
years. From a logging town to a main street of meat markets and hardware stores, Edison has somehow managed to
emerge in this century as something of a tourist destination.

    Nestled along the Edison Slough, the town is brimming with a century and a half of history and just as much
character.Yet it bustles — more on the weekends than on a Monday or Tuesday when most shops are closed — with a new
vibrancy some say arrived with its latest generation of tenants.

    “When it’s not blowing and snowing, this town has a lot of vitality.And it’s because of the young people that have
moved in,” said Dana Rust, founder of the 23-year-old Edison Eye Gallery and a local legend in his own right — though he
won’t admit to it.

    “You can tell by the names,” Rust went on as he walked his dog Jake down the street,“The (Shop) Curator, Lucky
Dumpster, Breadfarm, Slough Foods, that says something I think.This town really has been helped by these ... well, in the
old days they would have been hippies.”

    A variety of creators, you could call them, have moved into the buildings that once housed the town’s butcher shop,
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bank, lumber mill and hardware store.

    There are the bakers at Breadfarm, the gourmet chefs at Tweets, Farm-to-Market Bakery and Edison Cafe, and a whole
slew of artists that paint, sketch and build in their studios along the slough (one of the start-ups is even called Sloughside
Studios).

    Scott Mangold, who owns the Breadfarm with his wife Renee Bourgault, describes the town as “a mesh of producers —
people that are taking raw things and making them into something salable.”

    As much as they welcome the customers, Bourgault said she finds herself apologizing to other locals on a busy tourist
weekend when there are cars parked across their driveways and halfway in the street.

    “People definitely don’t want this to become the next La Conner,” she said, echoing a feeling shared by many in
town.“There are no sidewalks, no public restrooms. Basically town is closed on Monday and Tuesday.”

    Besides the Breadfarm, the only places open early in the week are the mainstay watering holes that book-end the main
drag — the Longhorn Saloon and Old Edison Inn.The locals show up for Wednesday night trivia at the Longhorn and
Sunday night dancing and live music at Old Edison.

    Not-so-locals also frequent the taverns for their old-timer ambiance and beyond-barfood interpretations, with items like
seafood stew and oyster shooters on the menus.

The foodie vibe

    Many of the out-of-towners who’ve stumbled into Edison were brought to the area by a search for good, local food —
and boy do they find it here.

    Maybe they set out for cheese — Skagit County’s three artisan cheesemakers are in Bow — and stopped by the
Breadfarm and Slough Food for a baguette and sausage as well.

    Or on their way back from getting oysters at Taylor Shellfish Farms in Bow or at Blau Oyster Company on Samish
Island, they discovered the butcher shop off D’Arcy Road.And then they couldn’t resist stopping by Rosabella’s Garden
Bakery for a slice of apple pie from the apple-farming Merritts.

    “People come here in search of food, farmer-direct food,” Breadfarm’s Bourgault said.

    The bounty of local food is some of what spurred the little cafés and bakeries to open along the short dog-leg stretch of
highway through Edison known as Cain’s Court.

    Charles Atkinson, who lives behind the Shop Curator with its owner and his life partner, David Blakesley, re-opened a
little café in town called Tweets a couple years ago. On its lunch menu are items like a polenta and mushroom ragout and
roast game hen with a brandy reduction sauce.

    With most of the goods coming from within a sevenmile radius of Edison,Tweets fits Edison’s burgeoning foodie vibe.

    “The more the merrier when we’re talking about food,”Atkinson says of all the niche eateries in town.

Sloughside art

    The mantra holds true for the other sizable group of creators that call Edison home: the artists.

    Lured by the landscape, by the irresistible contrast between the farmland plains and distant peaks, artists tend to visit
the region and never leave.And Edison, with the peaceful slough running beside it, is where many of them set up shop.

    The buildings in Edison that haven’t been filled with food and foodmakers have been transformed into art studios and
galleries.Andrew Vallee, who opened Smith and Vallee Gallery in a former schoolhouse five years ago, said the
once-empty, clapboard buildings is part of what makes the town so appealing to artists.

    “Artists love to fill affordable, vacant spaces,” said Vallee, donning a pair of thriftstore coveralls that said “Jim” on the
lapel.

    Vallee and his business partner Wes Smith, both of whom live in town with their wives and young kids, specialize in
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custom cabinets and furniture out of a woodworking shop across the street from the gallery.

    The budding gallery enjoys a steady crowd on weekends, many of the visitors spurred to make the drive from Portland
or Seattle by an article they’d read about the gallery.

    “It’s kind of an art-insider crowd that have heard about this town. It’s not that there’s so many of us (galleries), it’s
that it’s a strange place for there to be an art scene,”Vallee said.

    At first glance, it’s also a strange place for Duluth Timber Company to put down roots. Situated at the end of main
street, the company salvages and sells wood from “the industrial forest” of old buildings.

    “We like to be here because it’s near the water and because there’s good food here.To tell you the truth, it makes no
sense other than that,” said Duluth’s Brandin Sears, who’s lived in town for 10 years.

    The Duluth, Minnesotabased company started its Edison branch in 1992 after acquiring wood for Bill Gates’ Seattle
mansion.The owner saw a wealth of salvageable Douglas Firs in the region’s old buildings and decided to set up shop.

    Duluth’s old wood, which has long been preferred by woodworkers for its stability, is becoming more popular lately for
its recycled nature and Old West look, Sears said. In fact, almost every shop in Edison features something made with
Duluth’s timber, from shelves to artwork.

Town curator

    But when the locals talk about a common thread running through town, or about what’s transformed it into some sort
of artist attraction, they talk about one person. The father of the Edison art community, nearly everyone in town agrees
—except for maybe him — is Rust, the Edison Eye’s owner.

    “Dana’s the reason that a lot of us are here,”Vallee said.

    A former commercial fisherman and sportswriter for the Seattle Post-Intelligencer, Rust says he got into the art scene
because he “knew all the big names in the old days.” He has covering most of one wall a painting by Northwest artist Guy
Anderson, the former curator of modern art at Seattle Art Museum, from “before he was famous.”

    Rust, 66, lives with his artist wife Toni Ann in back of the Edison Eye Gallery, which has a big metal eye mounted above
the door as its only sign. He’s lived in Edison for 37 years and has been known to tell folks they aren’t locals until they’ve
been there for least 30.

    Rust is not only a curator of art, but also of people — and of this place.

    Eight years ago, he added a studio along the slough for the gallery’s resident artist, Joel Brock, known for his iconic
impressions of Northwest landscapes.

    “He built this studio for me and said ‘Move in and see what you can do, kid,’” the almost 50-year-old Brock remembers.

    An unspoken respect passes between the two men, artist and curator, as they stand along the slough one cloudless
afternoon. Both will brag on the other; neither will brag about himself.

    “For my money, he’s the best around,” Rust said of Brock earlier, when he wasn’t around.

    Brock beams with gratitude when he talks about the man who made it possible for him to move to this serene place
and raise two daughters as a full-time artist.

    “To be able to do what I do and raise kids, I’m so lucky,” Brock said, his face reddening with emotion. “This town has
become my village.”

    Whitney Pipkin can be reached at 360-416-2112 or wpipkin@skagitpublishing. com. Follow her on Twitter at
www.twitter.com/biz_svh.
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